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August 9, 2013

2012-2013 has been a year of transition with regard to membership of the GA. Through the very hard efforts of Linda Ely and Betsy Hunt the membership rolls have been computerized bringing the Association's ability to communicate with the membership into the 21st century. Between the ability to blast out news and events to enabling the membership to pay dues and make donations via Pay Pal this effort has been invaluable.

Our goals for the next year include partnering with local businesses, reaching out to and including the "Next Gen" demographic in all aspects of the GA's efforts and finally, simply bringing awareness to schools and other local non profits as to the mission of the Greensboro Association explaining how we might work together. Through these efforts I expect the ranks of the GA will grow and prosper to the benefit of the community at large.

Robby Hurst, on behalf of The Willey's Store, has decided not only to join the GA but to be the first local business to do so. Onward from here!

Respectfully submitted,

Mary Parker, membership chair